In Memoriam

Professor S K Wong, Honorary Professor of the School of Chinese, passed away on November 7, 2007, at the age of 70.

Professor Wong was regarded as a distinguished translator of Classical Chinese, and the most eloquent interpreter of Chinese culture in the English tongue. His *Early Chinese Literary Criticism* is still widely read, even more than 20 years after its first publication.

Professor Wong taught at HKU since 1967 and retired in 2003. Throughout his thirty-six years of teaching, he successfully inspired generations of young minds. A highly revered scholar of great creativity and integrity, Professor Wong will be sorely missed by many of his students and friends.

Professor Lo Chor-pang, a distinguished geography alumnus, passed away on December 30, 2007, at the age of 68.

Professor Lo was Professor of Geography at the University of Georgia, where he had worked since March 1984. After he obtained his Bachelor (First Class Honours) and Masters degrees, he went on to study for his PhD degree at the University of Glasgow, United Kingdom, in 1971.

He was a former Reader in Geography at HKU. Professor Lo’s teaching and research interests included photogrammetry, remote sensing, geographic information systems, and geography of China, on which he had published seven books and well over 100 papers. He was the recipient of the William A. Owens Award on Creative Research, the Outstanding Research Medal in Geographic Remote Sensing, and the Lifetime Research Award and Lifetime Achievement Award.
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